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Newsletter 92    October 1999 
 
Editorial 
 
Sorry about the lateness of Newsletter 92. An infuriating problem with the editorial computer-
system prevented any illustrations from being printed and gave me an enforced holiday. Well, 
not quite: I took the opportunity of sorting-out the huge volume of paper, which has 
accumulated during the past 12 years. Some of the results appear in this Newsletter. I notice 
that even the Western Mail has printing troubles, losing colour-pictures for nearly a week, 
recently! 
 
A copy of the Reynard Newsletter 3 is enclosed, with the disheartening news that little 
progress has been made concerning the customer buy-out of the Fox and Hounds. It is very 
easy to forget how difficult it is to buy and sell, even domestic property. It took almost three 
years for us to sell Ceffyl Du when we left Llancarfan. Perhaps we should all be a little more 
patient and wait for the next move before becoming too gloomy. The value of the Fox, and its 
land, hinges on the decisions of planners and the interminable process of appeals.. 
 
Annual Dinner, September 25th, 1999 by Phil Watts 
 
After months of delay and uncertainty, the Annual Dinner was held at the Duke of 
Wellington, Cowbridge, attended by 64 people. This is less than last year but this is hardly 
surprising, considering the doubt about venue. With a bit of luck we shall know what is 
happening to the Fox and Hounds by the time of the Millennium Dinner. 
 
Those who attended were treated to sherry on arrival by courtesy of Ruth Watts who was 
celebrating her 70th birthday. No secrets about age in this village! Wine was provided, on the 
tables, by the Society. 
 
The Dinner was notable for the presence of various long-distance travellers, in particular Pam 
and Jeff Thomas from New Zealand and Barbara Milhuisen from France. Older members will 
remember Jeff, living at Gowlog with his parents Mary and Norman, and brother Vernon. 
They moved to farm at Beddau in 1945. Jeff attended Cowbridge Grammar School and left 
for New Zealand in 1953. Barbara tells us that she has attended every Dinner so far, as well as 
many of the May Walks! 
Jeff Thomas left some photographs of his family with us. These will soon appear amongst the 
collection on the Web-site maintained by Graham Brain (see new address). 
 
The chairman read an editorial report from John Etherington, on the year’s work. The 
Newsletter will reach Number 93 by Christmas and we look forward to Number 100 in 2000, 
which seems particularly appropriate. The manuscript of Llancarfan a Vale Village has five 
completed draft chapters and the majority of the rest is in note form. The editor thanked all of 
those who have written and researched for the book and many others who have provided 
material for the Newsletters together with the intrepid band who arrange copying, post and 
packing each time. 
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As usual, at a Society event, a raffle was held and the winners were 1. Frank Jameson; 2. Ann 
Ferris; 3. Betty Barnett; 4. Sarah Bartlett and 5. Edna Balchin. The Chairman thanked all 
those who had donated prizes for the raffle – this reminds me that Llancarfan Maps are now 
available (£10) together with Society’ Ties and Scarves. 
 
Also on display was a framed photograph of Harry Hughes with commemorative text by John 
Etherington, which is to be hung in the Village Hall or in Harry’s Bar of the Fox. Tony 
Thomas spoke of Harry’s life in the parish and recalled one point that no one seems to have 
mentioned before; that Harry served in the Merchant Navy during World War 2. 
 
We were happy to see Edgar Balchin, for many years Restaurateur at the Fox and Hounds, at 
last on the receiving-end of a Society’ Dinner instead of being chef. Edgar was accompanied 
by his brother Bernard, who was Head Waiter for much of Edgar’s reign at the Fox. What a 
pity we can’t put the clock back 25 years! Another welcome visitor was Waldo Edwards, 
formerly of Llantrithyd, where his family farmed for many years. Like Jeff Thomas, Waldo 
was a Llancarfan schoolboy and then went on the Cowbridge Grammar School. 
 
Contributions for the Newsletter should be sent to the Editor, John Etherington, Parc-y-
Bont, Llanhowell, Solva, Haverfordwest, Pembrokeshire, SA62 6XX or e-mail to:- 
eth.pbont@virgin.net  We will also be pleased to print short announcements of village 
functions but they must be sent in writing, or given to Alan Taylor, Local Correspondent. 
 
Contact addresses: Subscriptions and problems with mailing: to the Membership 
Secretary, Phil Watts, 23 Heol Sirhwi, Cwm Talwg, Barry, Vale of Glamorgan, CF62 7TG.  
Local Correspondent. Alan Taylor , Windrush, Llancarfan,CF62 3AD or e-mail 
ajtaylor@cprop.demon.co.uk 
Agenda items and correspondence for the Committee to the Secretary, Ann Ferris, Fordings, 
Llancarfan, CF62 3AD 
 
Llancarfan Society administrative and web-site e-mail:-  
llansoc@f9.co.uk  
Internet address:- 
www.llancarfan.f9.co.uk 
 
Obituary: Dorothy M. Evans. With great sadness we announce the death of 
Dorothy Evans, formerly of Garnllwyd . Dorothy died on  September 1, aged 94, at 
Llandough Hospital after a short illness. Dorothy Margaret Evans was born on August 16, 
1905 at Barry, married William (Billy) Rowe Evans at Sully Church in 1927 and moved to 
Garnllwyd in 1933. She had four children, 12 grandchildren and 25 great grandchildren. She 
will he sadly missed by her family and friends in the village and further afield. 
 
In the next few Newsletters, a tribute to Dorothy, written by her son David, will allow us to 
share a family memory of almost a century on the Vale of Glamorgan. 
 
Memories of  ‘Memare’ by Phil Watts 
 
Dorothy Evans arrived at Garnllwyd when I was four years old and had just moved to 
Abernant from Llanvythin Mill. So, I have known and lived as a neighbour to ‘Memare’ for 
66 years, except for the last two when I moved to Barry and she to the Hollies. 
 
I have memories of going to Garnllwyd to help with hay, in times prior to bales, involving 
hay-loaders, pikes, rakes and other tools of sweated labour. All the harvesters were rewarded 
with a good sandwich and cake tea eaten in the shade of the old Dutch Barn. 
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Sam Smith is right in his obituary, written for the Gem – she will be missed – so often seen on 
the road exercising the dog and her own arthritic bones. 
 
What a wonderful gathering of people there were at the Fox and Hounds after her funeral, and 
how remarkable to see all the extended Evans family together. It will be difficult to assemble 
them all again – there could not  be a more important reason for a ‘get together’. 
 
I close on a pun. Thank ‘Evans’ for Memare’ 
 
 
Church Bells – some country diversions by John Etherington 
 
In one of his recent Gem columns Sam Smith corrected himself by pointing out that St 
Cadoc’s bells are being recast at the venerable Whitechapel Foundry and that the new bells 
will be sent to Nicholsons for tuning. 
 
We have already mentioned tuning of bells in Newsletter 91, citing Trevor Jenkin’s 
Bellfounding, which says that: “Once  tuned, bells do not deteriorate or become inharmonic if 
their own accord but require some external agency to impair their musical qualities” This 
reminded me of  the following story, which is told at the expense of our neighbours in 
Penmark (for which I apologise):- 
 
“About the middle of the 19th century there was rivalry between the ringers of Penmark and 
Coity, each claiming to have the best peal of bells. Some of the Penmark ringers claimed that 
they could make the bells ring louder than those of the rival church, and they ascended [to] 
the belfry  with sledge hammers and smote the bells, cracking three of them as a result.” 
(Williams, S. Vale of Glamorgan Series, v.2) 
 
As a consequence of this “external agency” the bells were recast by  D.T. Alexander in 1899, 
as we mentioned in the last Newsletter. 
 
There are some other interesting stories of rural bells so I have sent a copy of the following to 
Vicar, Malcolm Davies on the off-chance that he might be tempted!:- 
 
 
 
[Gilbert White noted that Selborne] church was probably built in the reign of Henry VIII. The bells 
were taken down, and the four old bells recast, and a new treble bell added when Gilbert was fifteen 
years old. He recalled that when the new 'tuneable peal' was delivered the treble bell was “…fixed 
bottom upward in the ground and filled with punch, of which all present were permitted to partake….” 
 
R.M Lockley, in his Introduction to the “Everyman” 1946 edition of The Natural History of Selborne 
(Gilbert White 1789). Ronald Lockley was a local boy - born in Cardiff. 
 
 
 
What’s on: Friday, November 19th , Campenella Guitar Duo - musical evening. Village 
Hall. 7.30 for 8.00 Entrance £5. Bar available. 
 
Thursday, December 2nd , Llancarfan Society Christmas Meeting. Village Hall. 8.00 Everyone 
welcome Mulled wine and refreshments. 
 
Friday, December 17th Carol Singing around the villages. 
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An apology: Our good wishes to Simon Hestleton and Emma who were married on 
September 18th. Georgina Powell enquired what her role might have been in these 
arrangements, because the last Newsletter described Emma as “Steve’s eldest.” Sorry 
Georgina – I thought I was one of the world’s least sexist but I’ve slipped-up here! 
 

 
Memories of the late Dick Evans, Ford Cross Cottages 
 
Dick Evans wrote a number of articles for the Newsletter in its early days and sent us several 
letters with his memories of the village prior to World War 2. Re-reading these letters, I have 
discovered one or two snippets which I think escaped publication at the time. 
 
30 November, 1990. I recollect floods — fields at Glan-yr-Afon used to flood-over and when 
the water subsided, the hollow in the field remained full for many days so we were able to 
bathe in this pool in March! There was an old saying, “If you bathe before May, you will lay 
in clay.” We ran around the field to get dry. 
 
24 January, 1991. My mother told of an incident when she and her friend were walking down 
Cross Green hill. When they got to its tightest part they kept to the left hand side to let a horse 
and trap past, but instead of passing it went straight through the hedge on the right and was 
never seen again! 
 
I vaguely remember a group of people with a hobby-horse calling at our house in Llancarfan. 
The hobby-horse was bedecked with ribbons and I think it was Christmas time. I wonder if 
anyone remembers this custom in Wales? 
 
Editor. The flooding of Glan-yr-Afon field was reduced by the straightening of this section of 
the river in the late 1920s.  The  hobby-horse was the Mari Lwyd. Possibly the last time it was 
seen in Llancarfan was during the 1980’s, when a visit to Pen-onn Farm was arranged by the 
late Dai Phillips. The Mari has been equated with the mystic beast of “nightmare” and is 
almost certainly of very ancient origin. Early Celtic belief was that horses travelled freely 
between this and the after-world and, hence, were beasts of great significance as old-year 
turned to new. As a tradition it died in the Vale around the beginning of the century but recent 
attempts to resurrect it have been made: a Mari Lwyd was paraded through the streets of 
Llantrisant in 1982 by members of the Llantrisant Folk Club. 
 
Mary Morgan's Cottadge in the Mannor of Walterstone by John M Cann 
In the 1650s Mary Morgan built a dwelling on waste land in Walterston without planning 
permission. She and Robert Alexander (who already held two acres of land nearby as a tenant 
of Sir Thomas Lewis) thought they would get away with it, as Oliver Cromwell had created a 
Commonwealth & didn't that mean that everything belonged to the people? However, by 
1659 there was a King again, owning everything and Phillipe Herbert 5th Earl of Pembroke, 
who had been Lord of the Manor since 1650, held a Court Baron Court of Survey for 
Walterston Manor at St. Nicholas on the 14th of June 1666. The Court Roll records (1) :-  
 
     "Evan Morgan holdeth by grant one Cottadge and a garden plott for the lives of  the said  
Evan  Morgan, Margarett his wife and Joane their Daughter this Cottadge was  built in the 
late times of usurpation without the Lords consent or tenants to their great annoyance and 
trouble.  
     Item, we present Mary Morgan and Robert Alexander for defaulters in nott producing their 
grantt by vertue of which they pretend to hold a certain Cottadge formerly erected without 
licence" 
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This 'cottadge' was in the fork of the roads to  Llancarfan and  Moulton, opposite the barn of 
Trewallter Fawr. And still is. We can identify it exactly by an Indenture (2) of 1715 in which 
Lord Viscount Windsor conveys what is now Trewallter Fawr and the 'cottadge' to Thomas 
Richard.  It says:- 
  
     "And also all that Cottage with the garden thereto adjoineing erected and built on the 
Lord's waste Lands within the said Mannor of Walterstone late in the possession of Margaret 
Tracy als Morgan widow and since of William Thomas by virtue of a Grant to him thereof 
made dated the One and twentieth day of October One Thousand six hundred and ninety 
Seven .." 
 
All this (and more) finished up by 1842 with William Jenkins Esq. who has left Estate Maps 
(3) in which the 'cottadge', and associated building, are referred to as a Malthouse. At some 
time  either William, or his successors, walled up a fine stone arched hearth (so it was 
originally a fairly wealthy person's dwelling), a cupboard in the hearth wall and two windows, 
and snapped off, at the wall, most of the stone stairs in the outshot. The wreck was made into 
a rough cupboard at some stage. A cart door was put in, and the roof was raised and changed 
from thatch to slate. The first floor disappeared and the ground floor was, in stages, raised two 
feet. In 1919, Barnett established 'The Walterston Herd of Herefords'  a world famous 
pedigree herd. From then, until 1965, when the Morgans went over to artificial  insemination,  
the building was in continuous use as a bull-pen. From 1975 it has been used as a 'store room', 
and now, at last, about 340 years later, it is being restored to something like the state it was 
prbably in 1660.  
 
Refs:  
1.GRO D/D Xge 25/1  
2.Deeds in possession of Norman Hardy's grandaughter (copy with JMC)  
3.Cardiff Central Library MS.4 12/3. 
 
What’s a Tucker? The tenant of the Woollen Mill disappeared to Patagonia having 
installed a new “tucker” (Newsletter 91). The O.E.D. gives “tucking” as a West Country 
equivalent to “fulling” but I was surprised to find that Margam’s 13th C.Cistercian monks 
described the two upper mills as “the monkynmill [corn] and the tokyn mill [fulling] on Nant 
Llancarfan.”  “Tucker” is, thus, an alternative for “fulling stocks”, and a very ancient word. 

JRE 
 
 
Pig-sties by John Etherington  
 
Most of the explorers who have written of their “journeys” through Wales have passed through the 
northern tip of our parish. They usually failed to mention the fact but Benjamin Malkin was one of the 
few who did. He must have paused to look at both sides of the Portway for he wrote of  both Welsh St 
Donats and Llancarfan. This is hardly a surprise, as his wife came from Cowbridge where he lived for a 
while. 
 
Malkin’s Scenery, Antiquities and Biography of South Wales was published in 1804 and has 
been described as “by far the best of the old travel books on South Wales”. His turn of phrase 
justifies the accolade. In Welsh St Donats he saw some strange dome-like buildings which he 
discovered to be pigsties. “In this village are several specimens of genuine Welsh pigsty, the 
conical form and solid fabric of which give an air of architectural dignity …. not granted to 
the habitation of so slovenly a race in England.” 
 
The Vale of Glamorgan and nearby areas of South Wales have a tradition of the round 
"beehive" stone pigsty. Most have been lost, for it is very easy for them to collapse or simply 
be cleared away as a source of stone. H. N. Savory  wrote: "…in the Middle Ages the Vale 
develops a local combination of characteristics which are obvious to every visitor - its 
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embattled church towers and beehive pigsties, which are distinctively Welsh, and its type of 
thatched cottage, which recalls Somerset and Devon and no doubt owes something to those 
imported English peasants who gave the Vale its numerous place names ending in -ton." 
(Vale of Glamorgan Series, Vol.1, 1959) 
 
A good example of corbelled pigsty, on the southern side of the road through Llantrithyd, has 
been restored to its original condition. It is close to The Meadows, a modern house at Tre-
Aubrey, not far from the point where Nant Llantrithyd runs beside the road. The photo 
overleaf was taken just after the pigsty had been restored. 
One of the sties at Welsh St Donats was illustrated as a ruin in volume three of the Vale of 
Glamorgan Series (1961) It now stands in a garden owned by Len Fairfax’s cousin between 
Ty Isha and Cwrt Newydd , Welsh St Donats and has been rebuilt. When he photographed this 
for us, Alan Taylor also discovered that there is another such pigsty at St Hilary. 
 
It is possible that this form of stone corbelled construction is a  Dark-Ages survival - there is 
strong resemblance to the stone cells built by monks on Irish monastic sites. Some medieval 
dovecotes were built to a similar design. One is visible from the road at Cadoxton  Court, 
Barry, and another, at Llantwit Major, belonged to the former grange of  Tewksbury 
Abbey.The Latin speaking brothers referred to their dovecote as  a columbarium. Another 
name was Culver House. Is this the origin of the name Culvery Field in Llancarfan? At the 
time of excavation, a round foundation was visible. The Grange and Culvery now stand in this 
field. 
 

The pigsty at Llantrithyd.  Photo by John Etherington c.1989 
 

The pigsty in Mr R. R. Fairfax’s garden at Welsh St Donats Photo by Alan Taylor 1999 
 

Last Order The landlord of a pub in Thormanby, north Yotkshire has been given permission 
to turn it into a private house after a survey he conducted showed that two-thirds of the 
villagers never used it. Guardian. 1st September. Read and digest! 

 
Llancarfan at War - David and Reggie Lewis: father and son compiled 
by John Etherington 
 
The discovery that the War Memorial inscriptions for David and Reginald Lewis represented 
father and son was unexpected. The fact that “Reggie” was little more than a child, a fourteen 
year old, who had just left Llancarfan School, again opened the wound of this dreadful war in 
our communal memory, a source for soul-searching and regret. How can such things ever 
happen? 

 
In Memory of D E LEWIS Private M2/151092 Army 

Service Corps who died on Saturday, 3rd 
February 1917. Age 35.  

Husband of Martha Elizabeth Lewis, of 9, Bell St, Barry, Glam.  
 
Commemorative Information: Cemetery: BOULOGNE EASTERN CEMETERY, Pas de 
Calais, France Grave Reference/ Panel Number: VIII. B. 202. Location: Boulogne Eastern 
Cemetery is one of the Town Cemeteries and stands on high ground on the eastern side of 
Boulogne, on the road to St. Omer. 
 
Historical Information: Boulogne, was one of the three Base ports most extensively used by 
the British Armies on the Western Front, throughout the 1914-18 War. It was closed and 
cleared on the 27th August, 1914, in consequence of the retreat of the Allies; but it was 
opened again in October, and from that month to the end of the war Boulogne and Wimereux 
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formed one of the chief Hospital areas. The British graves form a long, narrow strip along the 
right hand edge of the cemetery; they are arranged in seven plots, numbered I to IV and VII to 
IX. (The number V was given to the German Plot and VI to the Portuguese). 
 

In Memory of REGINALD GEORGE LEWIS Boy S.S. 
"Biruta" (London), Mercantile Marine who died on 

Tuesday, 6th August 1918. Age 14.  
Son of Martha Lewis, of 46, Vale St., Barry, Glam, and the late David Lewis. 

 
Commemorative Information: Memorial: TOWER HILL MEMORIAL, London, United 
Kingdom. Location: The Tower Hill Memorial which commemorates men of the Merchant 
Navy and Fishing Fleets who have no known grave, stands on the south side of the garden of 
Trinity Square, London, close to The Tower of London.  
 
David Edward Lewis was brother of the late Joe Lewis, blacksmith (Dilys’ Liscombe’s 
father) and of Ivy Jenkins (Née Lewis), Graham Jenkins’ mother. Graham tells us that Reggie 
was the eldest of five children. For some time he lived  with his grandmother at Broadhayes, 
attending Llancarfan School, which he left in 1918 to join the Merchant Navy. Indeed it was 
his leaving school, for the sea that enabled us to identify him amongst the innumerable D. 
Lewis’s on the Commonwealth War Graves Commission list. 
 
David Lewis’ Army number M2/151092 tells us that he did not enlist until quite late in the 
War. Ivy Jenkins told Graham that he suffered from heart disease, which may explain his late 
recruitment. Graham believes that he may not have reached the front, but was taken ill and 
died in hospital at Boulogne. This was a major hospital area, some twenty-five miles from the 
nearest section of the Western Front between Ypres and Armentières. 
 
After David’s death a breadwinner was necessary and a logical step was for Reggie to join a 
ship - Dick Evans once told us a similar story. The 1734 ton Danneberg vessel, SS Biruta, 
sailed under the Russian flag in pre-war days and was registered in Riga. She was built in 
1899 at Newcastle and had been launched originally as the Marpessa. By the time Reggie 
embarked on his last voyage she was flying a British flag and carried a cargo from Barry to 
Calais. Who knows? - it may have been munitions, or coal, which France and the Army 
needed because the Germans held the French coal-mines. It might have been hay from 
Llancarfan. We forget the need, but enormous quantities were required  to feed transport-
horses and mules working behind the lines. 
 
SS Biruta was recorded as bound from Calais to Barry, light, and was sunk by a torpedo, 
launched from a submarine 8 miles NW ¾ W of Calais. No warning was given and 11 lives 
were lost: including the master (all hands?). Her position suggests that she was trying to slip 
across the Channel by the shortest route. 
 
Reggie died only months before the end of the conflict, and, with tragic irony, was killed a 
few weeks before the German High Command withdrew submarines from the Channel ports 
on October 3rd. when they could no longer be protected as the war came to its end.  
 
I am grateful to Graham Jenkins for family information. Commemorative text is from the 
Commonwealth War Graves Commission. Details of SS Biruta from Lloyds Lists and Lloyds 
War losses for WW1 which were supplied by National Library of Wales and Haverfordwest 
Public Library.  
 
Graham tells me that, despite Reggie’s untimely death, his two brothers subsequently became 
merchant seamen.  
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Weighing it all up by John Etherington 
 
In the Middle Ages,  when goods were transported by sea, a documentary legacy of terms was 
handed down for us to puzzle over. Some measurements and terms are still familiar (at least 
to those of us who grew-up before “metrication”) whilst others seem to have come from 
outer-space! 
 
The following are all names of commodities, terms of reference or units of quantity which 
appeared in bills of  lading of vessels trading out of Aberthaw in the 16th - 17th century. 
 
Strange as it seems today, Aberthaw  was once a substantial port. Between 1603 and 1625 
there were 5 ships belonging to the port, compared with 2 at Barry and  3 at Cardiff. Newport 
equalled Aberthaw with 5. 
 
UNFAMILIAR GOODS:  
 
Bay salt: presumably salt prepared by evaporating seawater in shallow lagoons.   
 
Frise: a coarse woollen cloth with a nap on one side only - from F. friser (frieze). 
 
Fardels: small packages (editor always thought this was an Elizabethan swear-word!) 
 
A strike: container which can be levelled by use of a straight-edge - as was the old cylindrical 
bushel-basket which some of us remember. 
 
Kersey: a coarse narrow cloth, usually ribbed. 
 
Lockram: a linen cloth.  
 
Smithes coal and flitches of bacon hardly need definition. 
 
UNFAMILIAR MEASUREMENTS:  
 
Hogshead - 63 wine gallons (52 ½ imperial) - originally wine, beer and ale all had differing 
measures. 
 
Kilderkin 16-18 gallons commodity cask 
 
Firkin - ½ kilderkin 
 
(Perhaps the last three are not unfamiliar to the beer-drinkers amongst us) 
 
Barrels - how big were they? Probably like the wey (below), a variable quantity. 
 
Bushel - 4 pecks - 8 gallons 
 
Wey - unit of weight varying with commodity (sounds like a licence to cheat?). 
 
Ell - units of length, originally related to the forearm (cf. elbow) but as the Flemish ell was 45 
inches and the English ell, 27 inches. the Low Countries must have been a land of giants. 
 
Diker - had me fooled at first but it is in the OED as “dicker”: an antiquated word for a batch 
of ten, used in counting hides or skins so “3 dikers 6 hides”  was presumably thirty-six tanned 
hides of leather. 
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In addition there were many more familiar units of measurement such as hundredweight 
(cwt), quarters (qrs.), bushels (b), stone (st), dozen (doz.).  
 
Many of these goods were described as “by cocket” - a certificate that merchandise had been 
“booked” and duty paid. 
 
References:   
 
Lewis, E. M. (1927) Welsh Port Books. Hon. Soc. Cymmrodorion 
 
Oxford English Dictionary 
 
Russ Rowlett, Director, Center for Mathematics and Science Education, University of North 
Carolina (1998) , Web-site: How many? A dictionary of units of measurement.  
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